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From the Executive Director

To our Customers, Employees, Neighbors, Partners, and Investors: 

The Salt Lake City Department of Airports (SLCDA) is proud to share our first Environmental, 
Social, and Governance (ESG) Report. This report provides our stakeholders with information 
about how we manage, develop, and operate our world-class airports, including Salt Lake 
International Airport (SLC), South Valley Regional Airport (U42), and Tooele Valley Airport 
(TVY). We do so with a keen focus on reducing the impacts of our operations and benefiting 
our communities – both those that we serve, and those that serve us. 

Sustainability has always been core to our purpose, and our ESG Report builds upon many 
years of progress on key issues. For example, the SLCDA has invested in reducing emissions 
through the use of alternative fuels, increasing renewable energy generation, diverting 
waste from landfills, and conserving water resources. Sustainability was a central tenant 
from the inception of The New SLC, the largest terminal development project in our history. Our new terminal features state-of-
the-art, resource-efficient technologies while highlighting many local elements that make our community so special. 

Of course, 2020 challenged the SLCDA – 
indeed, all of us – in ways we never could 
have imagined. The COVID-19 pandemic 
required us to adapt, while still leaning 
on our ESG principles to see us through. 
I believe our sustainability ethos and our 
commitment to community has made us 
stronger, and I remain steadfastly optimistic 
about our future together.

This ESG Report expands our existing disclosures to include additional key performance indicators and information about our 
approach to managing important issues. We understand that robust disclosure on ESG topics is important to our stakeholders. 
So, with this new report, we are doubling down on transparency, celebrating our progress, and candidly addressing how we 
intend to improve upon our challenges.

The New SLC is just the beginning. We hope you’ll join us on our ESG journey as we seek to create a more sustainable SLC. 

Sincerely,

Bill Wyatt
Executive Director, SLCDA 



SAY HELLO
TO THE NEW
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The New SLC: 100 Years of Progress

In the fall of 2020, we opened the initial phase of The New SLC, the first new 
large-hub airport to be built in the United States in the 21st Century. The New 
SLC is so much more than just a new terminal. It represents 100 years of 
progress and serves as a physical manifestation of our core values, including 
our unwavering commitment to protecting our environment and helping our 
communities thrive.

The New SLC is…

An Innovation in Air Travel
 ▶ Provides travelers with a 

modern, comfortable facility to 
accommodate a new century 
of flight

 ▶ Delivered ahead of sched-
ule, leveraging lower traffic 
volumes in 2020 to accelerate 
construction and reduce costs 
by $300 million

 ▶ Winner of the 2020 Utah Con-
struction & Design Award for Most Outstanding Project 

Efficient and Sustainable
 ▶ Targeting LEED Gold certification
 ▶ 30% more energy efficient
 ▶ Constructed with local and sustainable materials, with 95% of construc-

tion waste diverted from the landfill
 ▶ Electric vehicle/equipment charging infrastructure and public transit 

connectivity
 ▶ Ample windows for natural lighting and Wasatch Mountain views

Community-Focused
 ▶ Local art adorns our new facility, which is intended to inspire, immerse, 

and engage travelers in the culture, landscape, and spirit of Utah

An Economic Engine
 ▶ The New SLC is anticipated to generate $5.5 billion in economic impact 

to the Salt Lake City area, with an annual employment contribution of 
3,319 jobs

Becoming The New SLC

1920 – Salt Lake City purchases 100 
acres of land and develops a landing 
strip named “Woodward Field,” after 
local pilot John P. Woodward.

1930 – Woodward Field is renamed 
“Salt Lake City Municipal Airport.” It 
consists of 400 acres, 11 hangars, and 
two gravel runways.

1950 – The jet age ushers in major 
improvements including upgrades to 
the three runways to support the largest 
commercial jet aircraft.

1960 – The original Terminal 1 is 
dedicated, a seven-year, $8 million 
improvement project.

1968 – The Airport is renamed the “Salt 
Lake City International Airport.”

1978 – The original Terminal 2 is 
completed.

1980s – Terminals are remodeled and 
expanded to accommodate growth.

1990s – SLC continues to grow and 
welcome new tenants.

2002 – The Airport welcomes the world 
to the Olympic Winter Games.

2014 – The New SLC breaks ground.

2020 – The New SLC opens ahead of 
schedule.
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Our Approach to ESG

The Salt Lake City Department of Airports (SLCDA) embraces 
sustainability as a guiding principle for the way we do business. 
This report primarily covers our operations at SLC, although our 
sustainability approach applies to our entire airport system. 
Generally, we follow the definition of sustainability 
widely used in the airport industry and developed by 
Airports Council International – North America. This 
definition, known as EONS, refers to the balancing 
of Economic viability, Operational efficiency, 
Natural resource conservation, and Social 
responsibility. The SLCDA has used this model 
to shape our sustainability management program 
to date and to guide decision making in a balanced 
manner.

The SLCDA has disclosed sustainability metrics on our website for 
several years. Additionally, SLC was one of the first airports to develop 
a Sustainability Management Plan (SMP) as part of a Federal Aviation 
Administration pilot program, and we have made significant progress in the 
implementation of the SMP since that time.

Moving forward, we will retain the EONS-based definition of sustainability but align our reporting with the Environmental, 
Social, and Governance (ESG) framework, a format widely recognized and sought by key stakeholder groups. ESG and 
sustainability are complementary approaches; two sides of the same coin. Both models facilitate a holistic understanding of 
how to operate our airports in the most efficient, responsible, and beneficial way possible.

This ESG Report discusses core issues within each of the E, S, and G categories, as shown below. Where available, we have 
included data to illustrate our progress or shed light on our challenges. Looking beyond 2020, we will continue to evaluate our 
performance and core issues in annual updates to our stakeholders.

        Environmental

 ▶ Carbon Transition 
 ▶ Natural & Climate Risk 
 ▶ Water Conservation
 ▶ Waste Diversion
 ▶ Pollution Prevention
 ▶ Natural Resources

        Social

 ▶ Workforce Relations
 ▶ Diversity, Equity, & 

Inclusion
 ▶ Health & Safety 
 ▶ Education & Training 
 ▶ Community

 Governance

 ▶ Institutional Structure
 ▶ Mission & Vision
 ▶ Oversight & Transparency
 ▶ Service Quality
 ▶ Engagement & Partnerships
 ▶ Risk Management
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ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL GOVERNANCE
Carbon Transition
The SLCDA acknowledges the importance of reducing carbon emissions to mitigate our impact on global climate change. In 
support of these efforts, we facilitate our transition to a lower-carbon future by actively managing our footprint and pursuing 
more sustainable sources of energy for our facilities, vehicles, and equipment.

Managing our Footprint
We calculate our greenhouse gas footprint for SLC annually in accordance with Airport Carbon Accreditation protocols. In 
2020, the Airport saw an increase in Scope 1 & 2 emissions (the portion of our carbon footprint under our operational control), 
a result of having two major terminal complexes operating simultaneously as The New SLC was opened. We expect the full 
decommissioning of the older terminals and the energy-efficient design of The New SLC to drive continued reductions in 
emissions per passenger.

Scope 1 & 2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The SLCDA is especially proud of our industry recognition for carbon 
management, including advancing from Level 2 to Level 3 in the Airport 
Carbon Accreditation Program, the only airport-focused carbon reporting 
system. Level 3 requires the Airport to engage stakeholders in its carbon 
reduction efforts, the approach for which is outlined in SLC’s 2020 Carbon 
Management & Stakeholder Engagement Plan.
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Renewable Energy
The use of renewable energy is a key 
component of our carbon transition. 
Currently, the Airport receives approximately 
7% of its electricity from renewable 
sources. SLC’s on-site renewable portfolio 
includes two solar arrays on the rooftops 
of Fire Stations 11 and 12, which collectively 
generate approximately 188,940 kWh 
annually. The remainder of the Airport’s 
renewable energy is purchased from off-site 
projects and delivered via the electricity 
grid. In total, these purchases amount to 
approximately 2 million kWh annually. In 
2020, Salt Lake City joined several local 
governments, one university, and two ski 
resorts to purchase power from a new 80 
MW solar project to be located in Tooele 
County. Once online, this project will supply 
SLC and other City facilities with renewable 
energy accounting for approximately 50% of 
total electricity consumption.

Low Carbon Transportation
We have invested in reducing emissions from vehicles and equipment operated at the Airport. These efforts span four 
categories: use of alternative fuels in the Airport fleet, providing charging infrastructure for airline-owned electric ground 
support equipment (eGSE), providing electric vehicle charging stations for passengers and employees, and facilitating access 
to public transportation.

SLC, like all airports, faces a challenge in managing its carbon footprint 
because the majority of emissions occur outside of the operational 
control of the Airport itself. These emissions are classified as Scope 3 
and make up approximately 92% of SLC’s total carbon footprint. Aircraft 
operations, both on the ground and in the air, are the largest contributor 
to Scope 3 emissions. The New SLC features an efficient, linear terminal 
layout that reduces the time aircraft spend taxiing and the amount of time 
passengers spend on the ground. These improvements will reduce Scope 
3 emissions by 15,000 metric tons annually moving forward, the equivalent 
of removing over 3,200 cars from the road.
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Airport Fleet
In 2020, 61% of the Airport’s fleet vehicle fuel consumption came from alternative sources. The Airport operates a fleet of 61 
compressed natural gas shuttle buses and recently acquired four new electric vehicles.

Electric Ground Support Equipment
The SLCDA has set a goal for all airline-owned GSE to be electric (airlines own the vast majority of GSE operated at SLC, 
including belt loaders, baggage tugs, etc.). In support of this goal, the SLCDA has collaborated with airlines to install eGSE 
charging infrastructure. As of 2020, approximately 50% of the airline-owned GSE fleet is electric, and there are 536 charging 
stations available, providing ample capacity for continued conversions. The full conversion of GSE to electric is anticipated to 
reduce emissions by 8,000 metric tons annually, equivalent to the emissions of nearly 1,000 homes.

Electric Vehicle Charging
In addition to decarbonizing our own operations, the 
SLCDA seeks to provide sustainable transportation 
options to our passengers and employees. 
Accordingly, over 90 electric vehicle charging 
stations are currently available to passengers and 
employees across SLC parking lots and the parking 
garage. In 2020, the Airport’s charging stations 
provided nearly 53,000 kWh of electricity to electric 
vehicles.

Public Transportation
The Airport is connected to greater Salt Lake City via 
TRAX, a light rail system, providing passengers and 
employees with a convenient and sustainable option 
to reach the Airport. In 2019, over 900,000 trips were 
completed to and from the Airport TRAX stop. 
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Natural & Climate Risks
Aviation is subject to risks posed by climate change 
and other natural forces. As documented in research 
published by the Transportation Research Board’s 
Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP), 
anticipated increases in temperature and extreme 
weather events may impact airports by straining 
infrastructure and imposing operational limitations 
on aircraft. The SLCDA factors these risks into long-
term planning and decision-making to ensure that the 
Airport is resilient to future changes in climate. 

The Airport is also subject to other natural risks such as seismic activity. In March 2020, a category 5.7 earthquake struck the 
Salt Lake City area. Fortunately, none of the elements of The New SLC sustained any significant damage due to its seismic-
resilient design. 

One key element of preparing for natural and climate risks is ensuring a secure and resilient energy supply for the Airport. 
Reliable energy is critical, not just to the operation of the Airport, but also for continuity and resilience of the regional 
transportation network that moves goods and people. Accordingly, we maintain a network of on-site generators to ensure 
that all critical loads at the Airport can continue operating in the event of a power outage. These generators have the ability to 
provide up to 21 MW of power, covering virtually all of the Airport’s facilities and equipment.

Water Conservation
As a high-altitude airport operator located in a semi-arid climate, the SLCDA prioritizes water conservation as a key issue. The 
New SLC features water-saving fixtures such as low-flow sinks and toilets, which combined with a drop in passengers in 2020, 
contributed to significantly lower potable water consumption. Moving forward, we intend to continue driving improvements 
in water efficiency through the use of native plantings and xeriscaping and outreach/communication strategies to encourage 
sustainable water use. 

Water Consumption
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Waste Diversion
The Airport seeks to reduce the amount of waste generated and maximize the diversion of waste from landfills. Overall, in 2020, 
the Airport diverted 27% of its municipal solid waste (MSW) through our recycling program. Additionally, 95% of construction 
waste associated with The New SLC was diverted from landfills. Other waste minimization efforts at the Airport include a robust 

food donation program, which provides 
approximately six tons of food to local 
organizations annually. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has presented 
unique challenges for waste 
management, especially with the rise of 
single-use items for food and beverage 
operations, masks and gloves, and 
cleaning supplies. Additionally, recycling 
continues to be a challenge across the 

airport industry in the face of stringent contamination requirements and low values for recovered materials. Despite these 
challenges, we continue to evaluate opportunities to reduce waste and increase diversion. 

Pollution Prevention
The Airport operates under an individual National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit issued by the Utah 
Department of Environmental Quality. All tenant activities are covered under the Airport’s Stormwater Pollution Prevention 
Plan (SWPPP). SLC’s SWPPP identifies required and recommended Best Management Practices (BMPs) to be implemented 
as appropriate for each tenant activity. Because tenant activities vary, each tenant is required to have their own SWPPP that 
outlines BMPs specific to the tenant’s operations at the Airport. Airport environmental staff conduct comprehensive inspections 
of tenant facilities to determine compliance with permit requirements based on implementation of the SWPPP.

SLC Deicing Operations Deicing Fluid Reclamation Facility
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Stormwater runoff from the Airport drains to the Surplus Canal and City Drain. In order to protect these resources, the Airport 
has implemented numerous BMPs to remove pollutants and prevent spills from discharging into the environment. Part of this 
protection involves SLC’s robust aircraft deicing system to keep airplanes flying during winter months. SLC has five designated 
deicing pads with over 90 acres of deicing surface area, seven pump stations, and 5.5 miles of underground pipeline. After an 
aircraft is deiced, the water/glycol mixture is pumped to our on-site Deicing Fluid Reclamation Facility, which processes our 
spent deicing fluid to minimize discharges to local waterways. In 2020, this facility processed 3,633,044 gallons of a water/
glycol mixture and recovered 57,412 gallons of pure propylene glycol.
   

The SLCDA implements innovative practices to reduce the energy consumption and operational loads of our Deicing Fluid 
Reclamation Facility. The water/glycol mixture is routed to one of several basins surrounding the facility based on its glycol 
content. For any fluid with glycol content of less than 1%, we have a permit to apply it directly to the land surrounding the 
facility, where it degrades naturally over two weeks. We conduct regular soil sampling and water quality testing in our 
monitoring wells to ensure complete degradation of the glycol. In doing so, we avoid having to process several million 
additional gallons of fluid annually, saving significant energy and financial resources.

The SLCDA is investigating the extent to which certain materials listed by the Environmental Protection Agency as “emerging 
contaminants” contained in fire-fighting foam are contained in soil and groundwater located at or adjacent to the Airport’s Utah 
Air National Guard facilities and the Department’s now closed fire-fighting training facility and surrounding Airport property. We 
continue to undertake extensive investigation of soil and groundwater at the Airport and evaluate how to address treating the 
materials released from fire-fighting foam.

Deicing Fluid Reclamation Facility Performance
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Natural Resources
Just as The New SLC sought to reflect the natural beauty of the 
Utah landscape, the SLCDA seeks to preserve and protect the 
natural resources present on Airport property. A total of three 
threatened plant and animal species are present in the region 
surrounding SLC, including the Yellow-billed Cuckoo, the June 
Sucker, and the Ute Ladies’-tresses. We undertake environmental 
reviews for any development to help protect these and other 
species.

In the 1990s, the SLCDA established a 465-acre wetlands 
mitigation site west of the Airport to compensate for natural 
wetlands impacted by Airport development. To this day, we 
maintain these wetlands, including monitoring water levels, 
monitoring and replacing plants, controlling invasive species, 
removing trash and debris, and protecting the property from 
trespassing and hunting. 

Wildlife management is a key issue for airports, particularly 
for ensuring the safe operation of aircraft. In 2020, we saw our 
lowest number of wildlife strikes in the past five years, which is 
reflective of the Airport’s robust wildlife management program. 
The Airport implements procedures to deter wildlife from entering 
aircraft operation areas, including habitat control and non-harmful acoustical deterrents. The wildlife staff includes a wildlife 
biologist contracted by the United States Department of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service.  We routinely 
collaborate with wildlife management agencies to provide data that supports research on migratory bird patterns.

 

Wildlife Strikes
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The communities that support SLC are the foundation of all that we do. The successful operation of our Airport depends on a 
highly skilled and customer-centric workforce, surrounding communities that grant us our social license to operate, and a host 
of other stakeholders such as investors, business partners, and regulators. Each of these groups plays a role, and we seek to 
engage them regularly.

Workforce Relations 
The SLCDA is a humming ecosystem of employees that contribute to a wide range of functions across the Airport, from planning 
to finance, to operations and maintenance, and everything in between. As of 2020, we had 491 employees, 249 of whom were 
unionized.

 

We consider our relations with our employees and the union representatives of the City’s public safety employees that are 
members of AFSCME Local 1004 to be in good standing.

Year* # of Full-time Workers # of Part-time Workers # of Unionized SLCDA Employees**

2020 490 1 249
2019 484 5 249
2018 461 2 235
2017 516 3 279
2016 501 6 281
2015 499 0 290

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL GOVERNANCE

*Employment data as of 12/31 of each year. 

** Airport Police merged with City Police in December 2018, resulting in a decrease of unionized employees between 2017 and 2018.
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
SLC connects Utah to the world. This connectedness helps to create a more inclusive, respectful, and resilient community. We 
promote this spirit of diversity in our own workforce and also through the implementation of our supplier diversity programs.

Workforce Diversity
The SLCDA prioritizes diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) in our workforce. We continuously seek to increase diversity in our 
ranks and employ a workforce that is representative of the broader community that we serve. 

Although we have the most control over diversity programs covering SLCDA employees, we recognize that the overall diversity 
profile of our Airport includes employees of our partners and tenants. When considering SLCDA and badged airline and tenant 
employees, our Airport welcomes approximately 7,400 employees through its doors, 33% of whom are female, and 21% of whom 
are originally from locations outside of the United States. 

Overall Workforce New Hires Senior Management

Year % Women % People of Color % Women % People of Color % Women % People of Color
2020 17% 13% 14% 17% 10% 10%
2019 17% 11% 21% 22% 11% 11%
2018 16% 11% 24% 15% 13% 0%
2017 16% 12% 20% 15% 11% 0%
2016 17% 13% 12% 14% 22% 0%

2015 18% 11% 27% 12% 22% 0%

Department of Airports Employees

Airport Police* Fire, Human Resources, & Legal

Year % Women % People of Color % Women % People of Color
2020 15% 26% 4% 17%
2019 16% 26% 4% 13%
2018 18% 25% 2% 11%
2017 - - 7% 9%
2016 - - 9% 9%
2015 - - 8% 8%

City Employees Dedicated to Airport Affairs

*Airport Police merged with SLCPD in 2018; prior years incorporated into”Overall Worforce” metrics.
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To promote continued enhancement of our DEI programs, Salt Lake City implements a number of initiatives:
 ▶ DEI Recruitment Programs – The SLCDA carefully reviews job descriptions prior to posting to remove any unintended 

biases, provides training to hiring managers on how to ensure equitable recruitment practices, and conducts recruit-
ment specifically targeted at non-majority populations (e.g., refugees, Hispanic Chamber of Commerce).

 ▶ Inclusivity Training – The City regularly holds two training programs: “Diversity & Inclusion,” and “Respect Perspective.” 
Both programs provide employees with foundational knowledge to improve diversity and inclusivity in the workplace. 
Additionally, supervisors attend a Supervisory Boot Camp, which features topics on leadership development, diversity, 
and ethics.

 ▶ City-Wide Policy – Prohibits discrimination or harassment on the basis of protected classes, prohibits retaliation or 
breaches of confidentiality, and requires investigations into submitted claims. Click here for more information about 
the City’s relevant policies. 

Supplier Diversity
Airports such as SLC that receive grant funding from the United 
States Department of Transportation are required to implement a 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program to assist small 
businesses owned by minorities and women. This program includes 
certification for small businesses for opportunities categorized as 
DBE (construction related, including material supplier and consulting 
services) and airport concession DBE (ACDBE) (concessions related, 
including retail, food and beverage, and rental cars).

As part of our DBE programs, we implement a number of initiatives to 
grow our spending on diverse suppliers:

 ▶ Promoting national webinars to encourage small businesses 
in the local market to learn about business opportunities at our 
Airport.

 ▶ Partnering with a local community business resource center to 
provide free DBE and ACDBE certification assistance.

 ▶ Partnering with state and county business agencies to promote 
DBE and ACDBE certifications and business opportunities with 
the South Valley Chamber of Commerce, the Utah Black Cham-
ber of Commerce, and the Davis County Chamber of Commerce.

 ▶ Partnering with the Small Business Administrations (SBA) 
District office to participate in educational outreach activities 
with their client base.

 ▶ Presenting business opportunities with various state agencies 
using the DBE and ACDBE certification (e.g., Small Business 
Development Center).

 

Our Award-Winning DBE Program
 ▶ 2019 FAA Civil Rights Advocate and Partner Award

 ▶ 2018 Airport Minority Advisory Council Advocate  
of the Year

Supplier Diversity Spending

https://www.slc.gov/hr/policies-and-administration/eeo-compliance/
https://www.slc.gov/hr/policies-and-administration/eeo-compliance/
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Health & Safety 
Workplace Safety
The safety of our employees is paramount. Accordingly, the SLCDA has implemented a number of programs to enhance safe 
working conditions at the Airport:

 ▶ Our Airport’s Safety Management System (SMS) program allows Airport employees working in the Air Operations 
Area to report hazards in an effort to reduce risk and support a safe working environment for employees, tenants, air-
lines, and passengers. 

 ▶ The Ramp Safety Enforcement Program was developed to re-enforce current airfield/ramp safety rules and allows 
for points to accumulate on badge holders’ records for any violations found, leading to progressive levels of retraining, ID 
badge suspension, and revocation. 

The SLCDA responded quickly and 
aggressively to the COVID-19 pandemic 
to ensure that our employees were safe 
at work while simultaneously creating 
a safe environment for our passengers. 
Specifically, we implemented staggered 
work shifts and telecommuting options, 
and we provided personal protective 
equipment (e.g., masks, glasses, wipes, 
hand sanitizer) to all SLCDA employees, 
passengers, and tenants. Temperature 
check stations were made available for 
all SLCDA employees on shift, and clear 
signage was deployed throughout the 
Airport to encourage physical distancing.

Workforce Safety Performance
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Employee Wellness
The SLCDA seeks to create an environment in which our employees can bring their whole selves to work. Doing so requires 
that our employees are not just safe, but also well, in all aspects of their lives. To this end, we implement a number of wellness 
programs to help our employees thrive. In 2020, 403 employees participated in our wellness programs up from 234 the year 
prior, a 72% increase in engagement.

Specific wellness programs include:

 ▶ Annual Mental Health Fair and Financial Health Fair
 ▶ Employee Tele-Therapy Options
 ▶ Annual Clinics for Flu Vaccines, Skin Cancer Screen-

ing, and Biometric Screening
 ▶ Semi-Annual Mobile Mammography Events    
 ▶ Tobacco Cessation Program
 ▶ Weight Management Program
 ▶ Lifestyle Coaching
 ▶ Sleep Coaching
 ▶ HealthyGuidance Kids
 ▶ A Health & Wellness Committee, which consists of 22 

employees who represent various work groups, convenes quarterly to oversee wellness programs
 ▶ Annual 5k race, with 80+ employees regularly participating (did not take place in 2020) 

The SLCDA has a Health & Wellness Committee, which consists of 22 employees that represent various work groups. This 
committee convenes quarterly to oversee our wellness initiatives and ensure  our programs are beneficial and well utilized.

Education & Training 
To attract and retain a world-class workforce, the 
SLCDA provides a comprehensive training regimen 
to our employees. In 2020, we offered an average 
of 22 hours of training to each employee, covering 
a range of topic areas. Required trainings include:

 ▶ Customer Focus 2020
 ▶ Annual/Triennial OSHA Safety Compliance 

Training 
 ▶ Diversity Training 
 ▶ Workplace Harassment Training 
 ▶ Supervisor Boot Camp 
 ▶ SMS Training

Click here for a full listing of wellness benefits.

Employee Training

https://www.slc.gov/hr/benefits-and-wellness/
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Additional training opportunities offered to employees include:
 ▶ CPR-AED Certification for free, once every month
 ▶ OSHA 10-Hour Construction and OSHA 10-Hour General Industry courses offered for free, twice a year
 ▶ Equipment-specific training (e.g., tug and tow operations)
 ▶ Triennial Full-Scale Emergency Exercise, with Tabletop Emergency Exercises executed each year between

Community
The community in which we operate is as important to the success of SLC as the runways and terminals of our Airport. 
Without the buy-in and cooperation of our neighbors and other key stakeholders, our social license to operate is jeopardized. 
Therefore, we invest in and give back to our communities in a variety of ways. Many of our other sustainability initiatives also 
provide co-benefits to our communities by improving local air quality, reducing noise, and providing meaningful employment 
opportunities.

Engaging our Future Leaders
The SLCDA’s Communication and Marketing department 
regularly visits with elementary school students 
throughout the valley to teach them about airport 
operations, wildlife mitigation, and jobs at the Airport. 
Although this outreach was limited in 2020 due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, we look forward to returning to 
schools in the near future.

Investing in the Arts
As part of The New SLC, we committed to integrating 
artwork to enhance the passenger experience and 
support artists. Based on input from stakeholders and 
passengers, the art was selected to reflect the culture and 
landscape of Utah. In addition to some of the larger format 
pieces included in The New SLC, we procured four, 144-
foot murals based on the seasons of Utah to be placed in 
the Mid-Concourse Tunnel, as well as “Whimsy Walls” to 
adorn The New SLC restrooms. Traci O’Very Covey’s “On the Wing”

Training Spotlight
“Customer Focus 2020 – Exceptional Customer Experience Training” was offered to 
prepare employees for the opening of The New SLC through topics such as:
- Impact of change
- Understanding customers’ needs 
- Effective communication and cultural differences 
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Airport Blood Drives
The SLCDA hosts five blood drives a 
year, averaging 25 collected units per 
event. 25 units have the potential to 
save up to 75 lives.

TSA Food Bank
During the government shutdown 
in 2019, the Airport hosted a pop-up 
food bank and provided daily meals 
and other means of assistance for our 
TSA colleagues, who came to work 
to secure our skies with uncertain 
prospects for their next paycheck. 
We are grateful for their service! 
Throughout 2020, we continued to 
facilitate support to our partners and 
community members in need.

Airport Honor Flights
SLC is proud to be a part of the Honor 
Flight network, in which veterans are 
flown at no cost to Washington D.C. to 
visit our nation’s war memorials. 
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Institutional Structure
The SLCDA owns and operates a system of airports in the Salt Lake Valley. SLC is the flagship commercial service airport of the 
system, which also includes two general aviation airports – South Valley Regional Airport (U42) and Tooele Valley Airport (TVY). 
The SLCDA is a department within the city government of Salt Lake City. The Mayor of the City and the City Council oversee the 
SLCDA’s affairs and approve our budget. The Mayor is also advised by the Airport Advisory Board, an 11-member group of citizen 
volunteers created in 1976 to provide guidance with respect to broad matters of policy affecting the operation of SLCDA’s airport 
system. The day-to-day operations of the airports are managed by the Executive Director, who reports directly to the Mayor 
and oversees the SLCDA’s eight Division Directors. The executive team of the Department is a full-time staff of professional and 
technical personnel located at the Airport.

Organizational Mission &Vision
Our mission is to develop and manage our system of airports, which 
provides quality transportation facilities and services to optimize 
convenience, safety, and efficiency for aviation customers. 

Our vision is to achieve excellence and unprecedented customer service 
in making Salt Lake City among the most convenient and efficient air 
transportation centers in the world.

Sustainability Oversight
The SLCDA has formed targeted implementation groups to help carry 
out the broader sustainability objectives at the Airport. These groups 
focus on specific sustainability focus areas such as energy and waste 
reduction, and we are evaluating the formation of additional groups 
dedicated to other topics. The implementation groups are comprised of 
cross-functional employees within the SLCDA, and external stakeholders 
are invited to share knowledge and best practices.

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL GOVERNANCE
In October 2020, SLCDA Executive 
Director Bill Wyatt was named 
Director of the Year in the large 
airports category by Airport 
Experience News. The award 
cited his leadership during the 
pandemic and oversight of The 
New SLC, particularly the strategic 
acceleration of the program.

Airport Advisory Board

Name                                 Position

Steve Price Chair

Theresa Foxley Vice Chair 

Roger Boyer Member

Arlyn Bradshaw Member

Dirk Burton Member

Tye Hoffman Member

Karen Mayne Member

Cynthia D. Miller Member

Larry Pinnock Member

James Rogers Member
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Transparency
The SLCDA commits to transparency in our sustainability performance to ensure that key stakeholders are well informed about 
issues important to them. In addition to publishing this ESG Report, we have provided sustainability disclosures for many years 
on our website and through industry organizations such as the Airport Carbon Accreditation program that requires routine 
and thorough evaluation of greenhouse gas emissions, the results of which are shared publicly in an aggregated format and 
discussed in more detail in this report. 

The SLCDA also makes annual sustainability presentations to the SLC Airport Advisory Board. The Board presentations provide 
status updates on overall performance including completed, ongoing, and planned initiatives. Feedback provided by the Board 
is integrated into the Airport’s sustainability management program as appropriate.

Collectively, these disclosures and transparency mechanisms provide us with the opportunity to regularly evaluate 
performance of our sustainability initiatives, ensuring that we are implementing our programs effectively and delivering 
outcomes efficiently. 

Service Quality & Market Position
The SLCDA is proud of the air service we provide to our community and to the millions of travelers who connect through our 
Airport annually. As of June 30, 2019, our airline partners served 98 non-stop destinations and averaged 370 daily departures 
from the Airport. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, airlines operating at the Airport reduced service, and in June 2020, the Airport 
provided 143 average daily departures to 67 non-stop destinations. Domestic flights accounted for approximately 96% of the 
Airport’s enplaned passenger traffic in 2020. Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, international flights were a fast growing segment 
of air service at the Airport, with service to three Canadian cities, five locations in Mexico, and European service to Amsterdam 
Schiphol Airport (AMS), Paris Charles De Gaulle Airport (CDG), and London Heathrow Airport (LHR). 

We have received numerous 
awards for the quality of 
service that we provide to our 
passengers:

 ▶ 2020: Ranked 5th in the 
world in the Official Airline 
Guide’s “Punctuality 
League” ratings, with an 
on-time performance of 
85%. 

 ▶ 2020: “Top Efficiency Award” from the Air Transport Research Society 
for the Airport’s outstanding performance in the category of airports 
serving 15-25 million passengers per year.

 ▶ 2019: Winner of the Cirium “On-Time Performance Award,” one of two 
US airports to receive the award.
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External Engagement, Partnerships, and Stakeholders
The SLCDA strives to engage with the world through community events, trade shows, publications, media, and social media. 
In 2019, we presented to a total of 38 groups and trade shows, with a total audience reach of approximately 2,500 people. In 
addition, we provided 60 airport tours involving about 1,135 participants. Although these activities were significantly curtailed in 
2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we look forward to returning to a full schedule of engagement in the future.

In addition, our staff participate in sustainability-
related industry groups, such as Airports Council 
International – North America’s working groups on 
sustainability and air quality. These working groups 
provide collaborative environments in which 
SLCDA staff can share and learn best practices 
from other airports and industry participants.

Our partnerships enable us to do more with less. 
We regularly collaborate with various organizations 
to pursue common goals and generate efficiencies 
that could not happen alone. For example, in 
2019, SLCDA employees were presented with 
the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
Utah Group Partnership Award for their effort to 
consolidate the Airport Operation Center and TSA’s 
coordination center.

In the spirit of partnership, the SLCDA has many stakeholders that play 
a critical role in the successful planning, development, and operation 
of our airports. Engaging our stakeholders is important when it comes 
to managing our ESG profile and advancing sustainability across 
the organization. Some stakeholders, particularly our larger tenants 
including the airlines, play an integral role in the overall functioning of 
the Airport, and therefore gaining their buy-in to our ESG initiatives is 
critical. Other stakeholders, such as tenants with ground leases, operate 
largely independently but remain an important part of our community. 
We recognize that each stakeholder group is unique. Therefore, we tailor 
our engagement for each stakeholder group to reflect their priorities and 
role at the Airport. This approach is specifically reflected in our Carbon 
Management and Stakeholder Engagement Plan, which outlines our process 
for engaging key stakeholders in managing our carbon footprint. 

Key Stakeholders

SLCDA Employees

Airlines

Ground Transportation Providers

Concessionaires

Ground Lease Tenants

Passengers

City of Salt Lake City

State of Utah

Federal Aviation Administration

Community Members

Transportation Security Administration
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Risk Management
Risk management is a core component of the SLCDA’s ESG strategy. We seek to identify, understand, reduce, and manage 
risks to our operations across a variety of categories.  Our risk management program spans environmental, safety, financial, 
operational, and regulatory risks.

The SLCDA is currently developing a Business Interruption Plan to further prepare our organization to respond to events that 
have the potential for disruption. This plan, set to be finalized in 2022, will include specific response protocols for various natural 
and manmade events, including lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic. The plan will focus on how to keep the Airport 
open, keep people employed, maintain revenue streams, and ensure the continued safe operation of aircraft. 

Cybersecurity
The SLCDA, like many other large public and private entities, relies on a complex technology environment to conduct our 
operations, and we face multiple cybersecurity threats to our digital networks and systems. Salt Lake City’s main information 
technology division, Information Management Services, oversees security for our internet-facing systems and applications 
and internal networks. To mitigate risks to business operations, we invest in multiple forms of cybersecurity and operational 
safeguards, including a layered security posture and security applications from “best of breed” companies. Our security 
team regularly attends Department of Homeland Security briefings and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency 
meetings to understand current threats. Finally, employee and contractor background checks are implemented to enhance 
cybersecurity.
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A Look Forward

2020 was a year of contrasts. In spite of the challenges we and our community endured from the COVID-19 pandemic, we 
opened The New SLC with a spirit of resilience. As we return to a more routine operational status, we are already turning our 
gaze toward the future. For example, in 2024, we look forward to the full opening of The New SLC, which will provide additional 
gate capacity and new features for the enjoyment of our passengers.

In the meantime, we are establishing near-term objectives to continue improving on our ESG performance. In the next year, 
we intend to reevaluate existing sustainability goals and make modifications, where appropriate, to reflect our progress and 
emerging priorities. For instance, we will seek to further address Scope 3 emissions, the largest component of our carbon 
footprint, by expanding our partner engagement efforts. 

Our look towards the future will also include a continued assessment of the ESG challenges we face as an organization. 
Among them, we intend to prioritize the areas of DEI, community outreach, and continued progress towards reducing our 
environmental impacts. We look forward to the opportunity to update you on these fronts, and others, in future versions of our 
ESG report.
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